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Worksheet: Micro-strip patch antenna
Objectives:
In this session, you will
1. Create a rectangular slotted-patch antenna resonating at 5GHz.
2. Create a micro-strip transmission line feed
Things you need to know:
1. We will be using the widely used transverse-magnetic mode since it provides a broadside
radiation pattern.
2. This mode is independent of the width along the Y-axis.
3. The length L along the X-axis is calculated by 𝐿 =

𝜆0
2√𝜀𝑟

4. The substrate material is RogersRO4350 and its relative permittivity is 3.66
Part 1: setting up the model
Step 1: Step 1: Ansys Electronics Desktop, go to HFSS tab->HFSS.
Step 2: once HFSS opens go to the HFSS tab -> Solution Type

Step 3: select HFSS in solution types and select Terminal from options and hit OK.
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Part 2: setting up the variables
Step 4: go to the modeler tab -> units and change the default units to centimeter and hit Ok.
Step 5: go to HFSS -> design properties and define the following variables:

Step 6: hit apply and then OK.
Part 3: creating the substrate
Step 7: go to HFSS space draw tab -> draw box and draw a box with random dimensions.

Step 8: double click on Box 1 on the model pane and change its parameters as follows:
Note: RogersRO4350(tm) is in the Ansys materials library. Once you click on the value property of the
material, you may hit edit, and it will take you to the material library.
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Step 9: hit apply and then OK.
Step 10: now double click on create box in the model pane and change its properties as follows:

Step 11: hit apply and the OK. You will see the completed substrate.

Part 4: creating a conductive ground plane
Step 12: go to the draw tab and draw a rectangle.
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Step 13: double click on rectangle1 and change its properties as follows:

Step 14: hit apply and then OK.
Step 15: now double click on create rectangle and change its properties as follows:

Step 16: hit apply and then OK.
Step 17: the ground plane should cover the bottom of the substrate and the completed ground plane
should look as follows:
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Step 18: now right click on ground plane on the model pane -> assign boundary -> perfect E

Step 19: in the next pop-up window change the name of the perfect electric conductive boundary to
PerfE_ground and hit OK. Checking the infinite ground plane is not required.
Part 5: creating the rectangular patch
Step 20: now draw another rectangle on the design area with random dimensions.

Step 21: double click on Rectangle 1 on the model pane and change its properties as follows:
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Step 22: then hit apply and then OK.
Step 23: now double click on create rectangle and change its properties as follows. Once you are done,
hit apply then OK.

Step 24: the patch should look as follows:

Part 6: creating the slotted-patch
Step 25: draw another rectangle in a random location.
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Step 26: double click on rectangle 1 and change its name to Slot.
Step 27: now double click on its properties and change its properties as follows:

Step 28: hit apply then OK. The created slot should overlap with the rectangular patch on one edge as
follows:

Step 29: now we are going to subtract the slot from the patch. For that, select the patch and then the
slot while holding control on the model pane.

Step 30: then hit subtract on the draw tab.
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Step 31: in the pop-up window, make sure the blank parts and tool parts are listed as follows and if not,
use the arrows to switch sides. Hit OK when done.

Step 32: the slotted-patch should look as follows:

Part 7: creating the micro-strip feeder
Step 33: draw another rectangle on the top plane and change its name to Feed_line. Make sure it’s the
same color as the slotted-patch. Then hit apply and OK.
Step 34: double click on it’s create rectangle properties as follows. Then hit apply and OK.

Note: remember the Feed_line should be centered on the slot. If needed do some trial and error to
make sure the feed line is at the location you want.
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Step 35: once the feed_line is completed, the model should look as follows:

Step 36: now select the pat and the feed_line on the model pane and hit unite to make it one model.

Step 37: the completed rectangular slotted-patch should look as follows:
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Step 38: now right click on Patch on the model pane -> assign boundary -> perfect E.
Step 39: In the next pop-up window, change the name to PerfE_Patch, then hit OK.
Part 8: adding excitation
Step 40: you can add the excitation patch by drawing another rectangle, connected to the feed_line and
the ground plane. However, here we are going to create an object from one edge. Hit e on keyboard to
change the select type to edge. You may also do this by changing the select property:

Step 41: now select short edge of the feed line not connected to the slotted patch.

Step 42: now go to Modeler tab -> Edge -> create new object from edge
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Step 43: this will create a new object called Patch_ObjectFromEdge1. Select this on the model pane.
Step 44: now go to Draw tab -> sweep -> along vector

Step 45: for now draw the vector in an arbitrary direction. We will be changing this in the next few steps.
Step 46: leave the default draft angle at 0 degrees in the pop-up window and hit OK.

Step 47: this operation will create an object extending from the selected edge. The arbitrarily drawn
extended object will look as follows:
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Step 48: Now double click on SweepAlongVector in the model pane and change its vector properties as
follows:

Step 49: hit apply and then OK. This will make the object extending from the edge vertical.
Step 50: double click on Patch_ObjectFromEdge1 on the model pane and change its name to Excitation
and its color to red.

Step 51: right click on Excitation on the model pane -> assign excitation -> port -> lumped port
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Step 52: this operation will open a pop-up window. Change the port name to Port1 and check the
ground plane to be used as a reference. Hit OK when done.

Step 53: Now when you go to the project manager pane, Port 1 should be listed under excitations.

Part 9: adding the radiation space
Step 54: go to the HFSS model space and draw a box.
Step 55: double click on Box1 you drew, and change its properties as follows:
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Step 56: hit apply and then OK.
Step 57: double click on it’s create box action and change its properties as follows:

Step 58: now right click on Radiation_space on the model pane -> assign boundary -> radiation.
Step 59: leave the default name in the pop-up window and hit OK.
Step 60: the completed model will look as follows:

Part 10: setting up the solutions
Step 61: right click on Analysis on the project manager pane -> add solution setup -> advanced.
Step 62: in the next pop-up window set the frequency to 5GHz, maximum number of passes to 20 and
hit OK.
Step 63: now go to the simulation tab -> validate
Step 64: if all aspects are checked in green, hit analyze all. This will run the simulation.
Part 11: viewing the results
Step 65: once the simulation is complete right click on radiation on the project manager pane -> insert
far field setup - > infinite sphere.
Step 66: leave the default settings and hit OK.
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Step 67: go to the results tab -> far fields report -> 3D polar

Step 68: select directivity, dirTotal, abs and hit new report. You will get the following directivity pattern.
Upload this to the learning management system.

Step 69: notice that the radiation pattern is asymmetric why you think this is?
Step 70: what if you move the feeder location? Will the radiation pattern change?
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